Introduction {#sec1}
============

Multiregional sampling has revealed that many mutations differ between regions of the same human tumor indicating that tumors are subdivided into multiple subclones ([@bib21]). This intratumoral heterogeneity (ITH) is very common, but its biological significance is uncertain. The purpose of this review is to outline how direct visualization of ITH with phylogeography can yield better insights into how human tumors grow. Phylogeography is commonly applied to macroscopic populations, such as the worldwide spread of humans, where the locations of individuals give additional insights to the genetic information ([@bib22]). Phylogeography combines tumor phylogeny or the ancestral relationships of subclones with their spatial physical locations in the tumor. ITH is currently measured by sampling and sequencing multiple tumor regions and then visualized with ancestral trees and physical maps that document where the samples were obtained. Although this combination of physical location with ancestry is essentially phylogeography, missing is vital visual information on how tumor cells change their phenotypes during tumor growth and subclone formation, which is better documented at the microscopic level. Uncertain are whether subclones have different microscopic phenotypes and how adjacent subclones are physically entangled. Such detailed cell phenotype and topographic information can be obtained by saturation microdissection followed by deep resequencing of individual tumor microscopic sections ([@bib26]). In this manner, it is possible to infer when subclones arise and their final locations and cellular phenotypes within a single microscopic section.

ITH and Tumor Progression {#sec2}
=========================

Precancerous tumors acquire more driver mutations as they progress to larger tumors, as exemplified by the adenoma-cancer sequence, which is the paradigm for tumor progression ([@bib9]). Unclear in such linear progression diagrams are how transitions between stages occur and how to incorporate genetic and cellular phenotypic ITH. Phenotypic ITH reflects that cells in a single tumor do not look alike under the microscope and can be classified as superficial versus invasive, well versus poorly differentiated, and so on. Greater numbers of more sophisticated cellular phenotypes can be quantified with imaging mass cytometry ([@bib15]). Unclear is how tumors acquire cells with multiple, diverse phenotypes. Microdissection studies of different regions of the same tumor have found that canonical driver mutation ITH is rare ([@bib1]; [@bib6]), indicating that these driver mutations are generally acquired early during progression and do not correlate with phenotypic ITH.

Early multiregional sampling found that mutations differ between different parts of the same neoplasm ([@bib19]), but the widespread nature of ITH has become much more evident ([@bib11]) with next-generation sequencing. Essentially every sample from a tumor has a different set of alterations (predominately passenger mutations), indicating most human tumors are subdivided into many distinct subclones. Hence, instead of linear progression, final tumor growth is better represented by branching phylogenies ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 1CRC Phylogeography(A) Genetic ITH. A typical branching tumor phylogeny inferred from ITH. Final tumor growth starts from the founder cell or MRCA. Clonal mutations are acquired before growth and are present in all cells. Subclonal mutations are acquired during growth, and their subclones (four are illustrated) can be ordered by phylogeny as early and late branching subclones. Note that passenger or driver mutations can be used to distinguish between subclones.(B) Phenotypic ITH and anatomic barriers to invasion. Histologic landmarks used for clinical staging are illustrated with dotted lines and are the muscularis mucosa (T1), the muscularis propria (T2), and the serosal surface (T3).(C) Subclones can be mapped directly onto tissue sections by saturation microdissection and deep resequencing. Although not specified, stepwise progression implies subclone branching ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A) is due to fitness differences. An early subclone may form a small noninvasive tumor, and each later subclone increases tumor size and invades more deeply. Hence, subclones are layered horizontally by phenotype, with superficial early subclones and later, progressively more invasive subclones. The figure illustrated a stepwise progression phylogeography starting with an early superficial subclone and later deeper invasion of subclones past the T1 and then T2 histologic barriers. Scale bar is 1 cm.(D) Typical example of CRC phylogeography ([@bib26]). Consistent with a single expansion by a founder cell with all the drivers and the phenotypic plasticity for rapid growth, subclones are jigsaw arranged in vertical columns that usually span from superficial to invasive regions. There are minimal bottlenecks for invasion and final cell phenotypes depend on their locations or microenvironments. Note that in this scenario, the branching phylogeny in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A likely represents very early divisions when the tumor was as small as a single gland ([@bib24]).

Tumor phylogenies reconstruct the order and timing of genetic alterations during progression. Tumors are clonal, and it is possible to infer the genotype and timing of the final single tumor progenitor cell or the most recent common ancestor (MRCA). This founder cell starts the growth of the final tumor and is the root of the tumor phylogeny ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). Mutations that occur before the MRCA will be found in all tumor cells, whereas mutations that arise during growth will be found in subclones that occupy only parts of the final tumor. Hence ITH is generated during the last growth phase. The length and events that occur between this final founder tumor cell and tumor removal are uncertain. One study indicated about 17 years between a large adenoma and its colorectal cancer (CRC) and several years between the final founder cancer cell and metastasis and removal ([@bib16]). A more recent study based on Pan-Cancer Analysis of Whole Genomes data estimated much faster final growth, where a founder cell occurred on average 0.4, 0.3, 0.3, and 0.6 years prior to diagnosis for, respectively, CRC, lung squamous cell carcinoma, ovarian adenocarcinoma, and pancreatic adenocarcinoma ([@bib12]).

The creation of multiple subclones during final tumor growth could happen if new driver mutations are acquired during growth, because changes in tumor sizes and phenotypes are correlated with additional driver mutations during early progression ([@bib9]). This scenario of ongoing selection during tumor growth can be modeled, simulating multiple subclones per tumor ([@bib31]). Hence, genetic ITH can help explain phenotypic ITH if new subclones with more fit phenotypes progressively arise during growth. Primary CRCs, discussed in this perspective, have both superficial and invasive regions. By the above logic, earlier subclones are superficially located, whereas later branching subclones with more driver mutations should occupy deeper invasive locations.

However, several observations indicate subclone branching may not correlate with phenotypic progression. Although cancers have hundreds of mutations, most appear to be neutral passenger mutations, with very few bona fide selective driver mutations ([@bib30]). Most driver mutations are clonal and arise before the start of growth ([@bib24]; [@bib23]). The paucity of subclonal driver mutations suggests branching may instead reflect subclones distinguished by random passenger mutations that accumulate during tumor growth ([@bib32]). Such subclones would have similar fitness and occupy different tumor regions, but the sizes of the subclones would more depend on how early they arose during growth. However, the definition of driver mutations is controversial, and potentially more subtle copy number, mutational, or epigenetic differences could lead to selective advantages and subclonal outgrowth. Phylogeography can resolve whether later arising subclones do in fact localize with more invasive phenotypes, which would give credence to subclone fitness differences.

Another observation that is difficult to explain with stepwise progression is the common finding that metastases often branch early on tumor trees ([@bib23]). If metastases arise stepwise after growth and invasion, its subclones should branch much later on its ancestral tree. Early branching suggests this phenotype is present very early, and indeed a quantitative analysis ([@bib13]) comparing metastatic and primary mutations indicates that metastatic subclones often absconded before their primary tumors were visible (\<0.01 cm^3^).

Visualizing ITH {#sec3}
===============

Multiregional sampling of bulk tumor regions can reveal ITH between gross phenotypes, such as differences between primary cancers and their metastases ([@bib23]; [@bib13]). One way to better understand branching tumor phylogenies ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A) with respect to more subtle phenotypic changes is to physically map subclones onto tumor sections on microscope slides. Phylogeography visualizes for each subclone when they arise and their final locations and phenotypes. Because depth of invasion is a critical determinate of patient survival, human tumors are oriented on microscopic sections as cross sections that span superficial and deeper regions. Just like genetic ITH, there is considerable visual phenotypic heterogeneity between cells in the same tumor, and potentially this phenotypic ITH corresponds to genetic ITH.

Most multiregional studies sample the lateral spread of cells across the surface of a tumor. With microscopic sections it is possible to specifically examine with microdissection the critical downward invasive growth of tumor cells ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). Downward growth is a critical dimension because the depth of invasion largely determines clinical outcomes. Progressively deeper histologic landmarks are the muscularis mucosa (*in situ* versus T1 invasion), the muscularis propria (T2), and the serosal surface (T3). Histologic examination routinely subclassifies or stages CRCs based on the depth of invasion.

Although not specified, the logic of stepwise progression implies that the clinical transitions from T1 to T2 to T3 invasion occur in discrete steps via sequential clonal evolution, where new driver mutations allow progressively deeper invasion past each physical barrier. A T1 tumor will be stalled at the muscularis propria barrier until a new subclonal driver mutation confers the ability to invade this physical barrier. By this model of sequential stepwise bottlenecks, subclones are layered horizontally. Earlier, less invasive subclones should be superficial, whereas later branching subclones with "more advanced" phenotypes should be found in more deeply invasive regions ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C).

An alternative and simpler model is when a founder tumor cell starts with all the driver mutations needed for growth ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). In this "Big Bang" scenario ([@bib27]; [@bib32]), most subclonal mutations are passenger mutations and ITH represents mutations acquired during the growth of subclones with equivalent malignant potentials (i.e., neutral evolution). There is still selection for growth, but this selection is conferred by the clonal drivers present in all the cells. In this scenario, the phenotype of a cell is not subclone specific but rather depends on where it ends up in the final tumor. Hence, progeny of the first founder cell grows quickly in all directions (laterally and deeply) and subclones are organized in radiant columns that span superficial and invasive regions ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). Because the malignant potential is conferred by common clonal driver mutations, there are no phenotypic bottlenecks and multiple subclones can share invasive phenotypes.

Saturation microdissection and targeted deep resequencing ([@bib26]) reveal that CRC subclones are jigsaw arrayed in millimeter-wide columns that share phenotypes rather than being layered horizontally by phenotype ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). For a typical section, there was a median of three subclones per slide. Although exact subclone boundaries could not be determined, *in situ* studies indicate both smooth and infiltrative borders between subclones ([@bib2]). The subdivision of adenocarcinomas into distinct glands may help physically restrict cell migration. Most (76%) large subclones shared both invasive and superficial phenotypes. Moreover, when the subclones were organized by ancestry, subclones with invasive phenotypes arose from both early and late phylogenetic branches. Early and late branching subclones also had similar sizes. These CRC phylogeographies are more consistent with single expansions by founder cells with all the driver mutations needed for growth rather than a stepwise mechanism where invasion occurs later during growth by a minority of more advanced subclones.

The phylogeography from one microscope slide ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D) visualizes only a very small slice of the total tumor expansion, which can extend many centimeters ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Sampling more regions provides opportunities to see whether any model of tumorigenesis is reproducible even when the same tumor is viewed from a slightly different spatial perspective. Single neutral expansions produce exponentially more subclones that grow apart during growth ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), and therefore more subclones should be found with more sampling of the same tumor. Still consistent with single expansions, the phylogeographies of other microscope slides from the same tumors had multiple related but distinct subclones that were also oriented in vertical columns with shared superficial and invasive phenotypes ([@bib26]). The trend for increasingly more subclones with more samples from the same tumor indicates that any differences between the subclones are increasingly moot.Figure 2Growth in All Directions by Progeny of a Founder Cell with all the Necessary Driver Mutations and Phenotypic Plasticity Can Explain CRC Phylogeography(A) A single expansion with growth in all directions can explain the spherical macroscopic shapes typical of CRCs. Growth in all directions and phenotypic plasticity can help explain the jigsaw arranged subclone columns with both invasive and superficial phenotypes ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D).(B) Early branching metastases could reflect that the first few downward-growing tumor cells have greater opportunities to invade deeply and reach the vasculature. Physical access of upward-growing superficial cells to the invasive front becomes increasingly more difficult as the tumor becomes larger.

Colocalizing subclones and their phylogenies onto tissue sections confers additional information on when the branching occurs. For example, the phylogeography ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D) is inconsistent with initial superficial growth followed months to years later by a new single more fit subclone with an invasive phenotype. Because subclonal mutations detectable by conventional exome sequencing (i.e., variant allele frequencies \>5%) arise early during growth ([@bib24]), detectable subclones are created early during growth and grow in all directions at the same time. Additional smaller subclones per microscope slide could be detectable with even deeper sequencing.

Mechanisms for Changing Tumor Cell Phenotype {#sec3.1}
--------------------------------------------

CRCs appear to grow from single founder cells into their final tumors in less than a year ([@bib12]). A single cell can grow into a visible tumor (∼a billion cells or ∼1 cm^3^ tumor) in about 30 divisions, but how these cells rapidly acquire multiple cellular phenotypes is uncertain. Phylogeography does not quantify the time intervals between branchpoints but indicates many CRC subclones acquire and share multiple phenotypes. Here we examine three broad mechanisms that can change cell phenotypes. The first mechanism is mutational, exemplified by the adenoma-cancer sequence. This stepwise mutation accumulation is relatively slow as decades are needed to acquire a small number of driver mutations. This mechanism does not readily explain how multiple subclones can share multiple phenotypes because subclonal driver mutations appear rare ([@bib24]; [@bib23]).

Epigenetic mechanisms, which can be subdivided into epigenetic remodeling and phenotypic plasticity, more readily allow a single genome to have multiple phenotypes because epigenetic configurations dictate expression. Epigenetic remodeling can be rapid and is exemplified by normal hematopoiesis, where progeny from a stem cell can differentiate into multiple mature cell types. This differentiation occurs over several weeks, and different hematopoietic cell types are distinguished by epigenetic difference at genes critical for their cell phenotypes ([@bib8]).

An even more rapid way to change cell phenotype is called phenotypic plasticity ([@bib7]). Phenotypic plasticity allows a single genome and epigenome to confer different cell phenotypes and is exemplified by the rapid differentiation of cells within intestinal crypts. The major crypt cell types (absorptive and secretory) have markedly different visual phenotypes and arise from the same stem cells. The microenvironment dictates cell phenotype because differentiation occurs within days when a cell moves upward out of the crypt base and depends on the phenotypes of neighboring cells (lateral inhibition). Unlike the epigenetic remodeling of hematopoiesis, differentiated secretory and absorptive crypt cells have nearly identical epigenomes. The underlying mechanism is open or broadly permissive chromatin ([@bib17]) where the genome is configured or poised to express either adsorptive or secretory specific genes, and cell phenotype is determined by transcription factors induced by the microenvironment.

An epigenetic mechanism is more likely to explain how multiple CRC subclones can share multiple phenotypes. Perhaps not surprisingly, the epigenetic mechanism hijacked by CRC appears to be the phenotypic plasticity of normal colon crypts rather than the epigenetic remodeling of hematopoiesis. There are many common recurrent epigenetic changes in CRCs such as aberrant CRCs enhancers ([@bib5]), and multiregional sampling of the same tumor can address whether epigenomes are stable during tumor growth. DNA methylation was nearly identical between opposite sides of 16 colorectal tumors ([@bib25]). Observed differences between tumor regions were more consistent with random drift rather than specific epigenetic remodeling because the methylation of gene-associated CpG sites was preferentially conserved, with greater changes outside of coding regions or in non-expressed genes. Although only superficial regions were sampled, the relative stability of gene-associated DNA methylation during growth is more consistent with phenotypic plasticity rather than epigenetic remodeling.

Phenotypic plasticity allows a subclone to express both superficial and invasive phenotypes because microenvironments or locations determine tumor cell phenotype. Phenotypic plasticity would favor rapid growth in less than a year because once tumor cells start to proliferate, their progeny could adapt to their current microenvironments and could continuously migrate and colonize other microenvironments. Stepwise sequential evolution may be too slow for rapid growth, even for cells with several driver mutations. Recent studies document the mismatch between numbers of driver mutations and tumorigenesis. Many somatic mutations commonly accumulate in normal tissues, with some normal cells harboring multiple driver mutations ([@bib20]; [@bib18]). By contrast, even after whole-genome sequencing, some cancers lack discernable driver mutations ([@bib14]). Tumors that require additional subclonal driver mutations or epigenetic remodeling for stepwise growth may not often become clinically detectable. Instead, once tumor cells start to proliferate, phenotypic plasticity mediated by permissive chromatin or epigenetic plasticity ([@bib10]) may be critical to catalyze widespread growth. The features that confer phenotypic plasticity are potentially additional therapeutic targets. Single-cell sequencing studies have also demonstrated that breast tumor subclones also have multiple phenotypes ([@bib4]).

Future Directions: Tissue Sections as Data Scaffolds {#sec4}
====================================================

Phylogeography, such as the spread of humans across the world, reconstructs "what" happened but does not explain "how." However, knowing what happened can help frame what questions to ask and how to ask them. Tumors grow in many ways ([@bib33]) and mechanisms likely vary between tumors that grow stepwise ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C) versus as single expansions ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). Overlaying additional data types upon the same microscopic sections can enhance integration. For example, although it is difficult to reliably measure chromatin in very small microdissected samples, the topography of epigenomes might be very different in stepwise versus single tumor expansions. Relatively uniform epigenomes in superficial and invasive tumor regions would favor phenotypic plasticity, whereas regional differences could identify how subclones independently acquire invasive properties.

Phylogeography could help organize and visualize the many other data types that can be generated by modern technologies. Tissue sections can be used as patient-specific spatial scaffolds to visualize and organize other commonly measured informational molecules (chromatin, RNA, protein) with modern immunohistochemical and *in situ* hybridization methods. For example, imaging mass cytometry can identify multiple tumor communities with different phenotypes even within very small (\<1 mm^2^) regions of breast cancers ([@bib15]). Such very detailed phenotypic spatial maps can be integrated with the phylogeography of the same microscopic sections. RNA *in situ* methods such as BaseScope can localize subclones directly on microscope slides ([@bib2]). Newer tissue clearing methods ([@bib29]) could potentially allow phylogeography reconstructions in three dimensions. Such spatially organized data integrated with ancestral information can help visualize how individual tumors grow. A potential goal for data scientists is to organize ever increasing volumes of data onto tissue sections, allowing more integrated clinical descriptions of human tumors.

Progression is heterogeneous with evidence of both ongoing selection and neutral evolution during tumor growth ([@bib28]; [@bib32]). One way forward is to first identify and study tumors with the reduced complexity of neutral evolution where growth is more homogeneous. Most CRCs appear to have phylogeographies more compatible with single "Big Bang" expansions ([@bib27]; [@bib32]), where their founder cells started with all the driver mutations and the phenotypic plasticity to rapidly grow into large tumors. The final tumor expansion is the culmination of decades-long mutation accumulation and selection, and the founder cell likely starts already with very high fitness levels ([@bib3]). Such a "born to be bad" scenario ([@bib24]) could help spatially explain the common finding of early branching metastases, because during early growth in all directions, the initially downward-growing cells would invade first and have the best physical access to the vasculature ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). For such simple single expansions, it should be possible with multiregional sampling and phylogeny to go back in time to visualize the genome and epigenome of the founder cell, to better understand how some human tumors start to grow and keep growing. Better information on how human tumors start to grow may help strategies for cancer prevention and early detection.
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